Am taking a class on the east coast and visiting relatives; have no yet cemented entire schedule but hopefully
will not conflict. I also don’t think you will be able to drive vaccine proof…but good luck.
The pandemic is over. The news media hypes it for political reasons. I personally had it in January and had my
antibodies tested, and I have strong immunity for at least 9 months and possibly a lifetime. It was a bad flu for
me. My husband is vaccinated. Many have stopped living their lives because of fear. Let’s get back to living!
I’d feel safer if more people were vaccinated!
COVID-19 variances are still not covered by vaccines and I believe reunion with people so wide and far could
expose each other and too many people have refused to get vaccinated for COVID-19 being ill advised about
DNA being changed when in reality it is the RNA changing and it changes daily anyway! Just too risky with
variances not addressed as well.
Health conditions
Already plans for all Class Reunion in Nov not sure I can afford a trip from [location omitted to facilitate
anonymity] in Oct. But will keep it in mind.
It’s a lot to ask of the out of Towners who may be conflicted about attending the all class or this reunion to pick
sides, too bad we cn’t combine on one weekend. Think I would opt for the all class.
I think it is too soon to gather 100+ people. We need to get thru another fall/winter.
Thank you. I have been hoping it would be planned for this year in October. I have been vaccinated and would
feel ok being around others who are not. We were quite a rebel bunch after all.
Covid has contractors in my area unavailable until fall. So a major project that has been on a waiting list will be
happening around Oct if I’m lucky. So I can’t plan anything this year.
family reunion in September, and other family events will will be happening this fall 2021, I'll plan on the 55th
in 2025.

COVID was not an issue in whether I would attend. [location omitted to facilitate anonymity] Likely I would go
anyway. We’re vaccinated so that’s less an issue and not afraid of masking up. If it comes to it, there’s always
that. 😎
I am concerned that Oct. 2021 is still too soon with a possible aggressive Delta variant circulating in the fall
amongst our unvaxed classmates. As a clinical trial participant, Pfizer will give me a booster shot on Sept. 20 at
my one year mark. If there is even one break through Covid case due to our indoor reunion in close proximity,
that is too much risk IMO. Not to mention that rental cars are currently 3X the regular price for out of towners.
I normally pay $350 for a Costco 10 day rental SUV in Maui. When I booked the SUV last Dec. for Oct. 2021, the
same car was $850. Thankfully, I made an advance res. because the current price is $2600. I think that waiting
to gather in Oct. 2022 is the best plan under the circumstances.
We have vacations plans already in place.
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